Objective: Most studies have evaluated cochlear implant (CI) performance using "clear" speech materials, which are highly intelligible and well articulated. CI users may encounter much greater variability in speech patterns in the "real world," including synthetic speech. In this study, the authors measured sentence recognition with multiple talkers and speaking rates, and with naturally produced and synthetic speech in listeners with normal hearing (NH) and CIs.
loss. CI users are capable of good speech understanding under optimal listening conditions such as speech presented in quiet (Spahr & Dorman 2004) . However, CI users have difficulty understanding speech in noise (Shannon et al. 2004; Fu & Nogaki 2005 ), or speech produced by different talkers (Chang & Fu 2006; Liu et al. 2008) . CI users encounter great variability in speech patterns in the "real world," including various speaking rates, emotional speech, accented speech, telephone speech, and synthetic speech. However, CI performance is typically evaluated using clear speech materials, which are highly intelligible and well articulated. Examples of clear speech materials used in CI studies include consonant-nucleus-consonant words (Peterson & Lehiste 1962) , Bamford-Kowal-Bench sentences (Bench et al. 1979) , Hearing-In-Noise Test (HINT) sentences (Nilsson et al. 1994) , and AZ-Bio sentences (Spahr & Dorman 2004) . Although clear speech may offer good stimulus control, it may greatly overestimate CI performance outside the listening booth.
Different speaking styles, such as clear speech, conversational speech, or accented speech, can significantly affect speech understanding. Clear speech, as opposed to conversational speech, is characterized by slower speaking rates, an expanded vowel space, better temporal modulation, and fundamental frequency (F0) variation. Clear speech has been shown to be more intelligible than conversational speech for a variety of listening conditions (e.g., quiet, noise, and reverberation) in normal-hearing (NH) listeners and hearing-impaired listeners (Picheny et al. 1985; Payton et al. 1994; Bradlow & Kraus 2003) . Liu et al. (2004) measured speech-reception thresholds (SRTs), defined as the signal-to-noise ratio that produces 50% correct sentence recognition, using clear and conversational speech. CI and NH subjects were tested as they listened to unprocessed speech and NH subjects were tested as they listened to acoustic CI simulations. Acoustic analysis revealed a deeper temporal envelope and slower speaking rate for clear speech than for conversational speech. Results showed that SRTs were 3.1 dB (NH), 3.2 dB (CI simulation), and 4.2 dB (CI) better with clear speech than with conversational speech.
Many listeners regularly encounter synthetic speech in everyday experiences. Text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis converts arbitrary text into audible speech. There are many applications of TTS, including telephone voice service, car navigation information, and audio books. Increasingly, customer service over the telephone involves listening to and responding to TTS prompts. TTS synthesis models generally consist of two parts:
(1) sound generation, which handles voiced and unvoiced vowels and consonants, and (2) voice control. The TTS output is aimed at being highly intelligible and natural sounding. Logan et al. (1989) measured NH subjects' speech recognition using
Effect of Speaking Rate on Recognition of Synthetic and Natural Speech by Normal-Hearing and Cochlear Implant Listeners

INTRODUCTION
The cochlear implant (CI) has restored hearing sensation to many individuals with severe to profound sensorineural hearing natural speech or speech produced by 10 different TTS systems. Results showed that recognition of synthetic speech was consistently poorer than recognition of natural speech, and that there were significant differences in speech intelligibility across the different TTS systems.
Although speech intelligibility with synthetic speech has improved, speech quality generally remains poor, especially in terms of replicating the prosody of natural speech. The poor prosodic quality can negatively affect intelligibility of synthetic speech (Paris et al. 2000) . Story (2009, 2010) reported that vowel confusions typically occurred across vowel categories when speech was synthesized using a wave-reflection type of vocal tract model coupled to a voice source. Although recognition of synthetic speech has been extensively studied in NH listeners, little is known about CI users' understanding of synthetic speech.
Variability in speaking rate can also affect speech understanding. Many acoustic properties vary with speaking rate, such as vowel or consonant duration, duration of adjacent syllables or phonemes, and transition duration between stops and glides, and F0 range (Lisker 1957; Miller & Baer 1983; Kohler 1986; Miller 1987; Crystal & House 1988; Newman & Sawusch 1996) . Fast-rate speech contains fewer prosodic units than normal or slow rate speech does, because of shorter pauses between or within sentences (Lass 1970) . Many previous studies with NH listeners show poorer speech understanding at relatively slow or fast speaking rates (Picheny et al. 1989; Uchanski et al. 1996; Krause & Braida 2002) . In these studies, normal clear speech was uniformly or nonuniformly time-scaled to obtain the target rates, which can produce deleterious artifacts.
Little is known regarding the effect of speaking rate on CI users' speech understanding. Liu and Zeng (2006) found a 2 to 3 dB advantage in NH listeners' SRTs with clear speech versus conversational speech, even at fast (time-scaled) speaking rates. Recently, Li et al. (2011) measured the recognition of naturally produced Mandarin sentences with slow (2.5 words per second, or wps), normal (3.7 wps) and fast speaking rates (5.7 wps) in Mandarin-speaking CI users. Results showed that CI performance gradually worsened with increasing speaking rate. In synthetic speech, the speaking rate can be easily modified. At present, little is known about CI users' understanding of synthetic speech at different speaking rates.
In this study, NH and CI listeners' sentence recognition was measured with naturally produced or synthetic speech, presented at slow, normal or fast speaking rates. Natural speech at the normal rate was uniformly time-scaled to obtain the slow and fast rates. The synthetic speech rate was directly modified within the TTS engine to obtain the target rates. To see any talker gender effects, sentence recognition was measured with one male and one female talker at each rate, with both natural and synthetic speech. CI subjects were tested as they listened with their clinical processors. NH subjects were tested as they listened to unprocessed speech or to an acoustic CI simulation.
PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS
Participants
Ten (3 male and 7 female) CI users and 14 (7 male and 7 female) NH listeners were recruited for this study. All CI users were postlingually deafened adults, with an average age of 65.2 years (range: 24-81 years). CI subject demographic information is shown in Table 1 . NH subject thresholds were lower than 15 dB HL at octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz in both ears. The average age of the NH subjects was 40.1 years (range: 20-57 years). Because of time constraints, two of the NH subjects were able to participate in only one of the processor conditions. As such, there were 13 NH subjects in the unprocessed and CI-simulation test conditions. All participants were native speakers of American English. All subjects were paid for their participation in the study. Informed consent was obtained from each subject before participation, in accordance with the local Institution Review Board standards.
Materials
Word-in-sentence recognition was measured in quiet using Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) sentences (Rothauser et al. 1969) . IEEE materials consisted of 72 lists of sentences of moderate difficulty. Sentences were naturally produced (1 male and 1 female talker) or synthesized (1 male and 1 female talker) using the Natural Voices TTS engine 1.2.1 (AT&T Lab). The Natural Voices TTS engine uses prerecorded speech segments for "unit selection synthesis," in which the speech segments are divided into half-phones and then categorized, allowing for robust diphone-and phone-based synthesis, and mixtures thereof. Unit selection synthesis allows for intelligibility comparable to that of diphone synthesis while increasing the "naturalness" of the synthetic speech (Beutnagel et al. 1999; Conkie 1999) .
Speech was presented at three different rates: slow (halfspeed), normal (as recorded/synthesized), and fast (doublespeed). Table 2 shows the mean F0 and speaking rates (across 720 sentences) for the natural and synthetic talkers. For natural speech, the slow-and fast-rate stimuli were generated using the "time stretch" algorithm in Adobe Audition (Moulines & Laroche 1995; Liu & Zeng 2006) . Naturally produced sentences were either time-compressed (for the fast rate) or time-expanded (for the slow rate) while maintaining F0 and formant frequency information. In the algorithm, the input speech was first uniformly divided into short time signals. Next, these short-term signals were removed or duplicated, depending on the target rate. The splicing frequency was optimized to preserve the talker F0. Finally, the modified signals were added together in sequence to obtain the timecompressed or time-expanded signals. The rate of the synthetic speech was reduced or increased to obtain the targeted fast and slow speaking rates within the adjustment in the speech synthesis engine (AT&T Natural voices TM Text-To-Speech Engines: System Developer's Guide, 2001). The rate adjustment values were −6 (half the default rate), 0 (the default rate), and +6 (twice the default rate).
NH subjects were tested as they listened to unprocessed speech (NH group) or to an eight-channel, sinewave-vocoded, acoustic CI simulation (CI-simulation group). In the simulation, the input speech signal was first processed through a pre-emphasis filter (+6 dB/octave above 1200 Hz). The input acoustic frequency range (200-7000 Hz) was then divided into eight frequency-analysis bands, distributed according to Greenwood (1990) formula. The temporal envelope from each frequency analysis band was extracted by half-wave rectification and low-pass envelope filtering (160 Hz). The temporal envelopes were then used to modulate sinusoidal carriers whose frequencies were equivalent to the center frequencies of the carrier bands. The modulated signals from all frequency channels were summed and then normalized to have the same long-term root mean square level as the input speech signal (65 dBA).
Procedure
For all testing, speech was presented in sound field at 65 dBA from a single loudspeaker (Tannoy Reveal). Subjects were seated directly facing the loudspeaker placed 1 m away. During testing, a list was randomly selected (without replacement) from among the 72 IEEE sentence lists, and a sentence was randomly selected (without replacement) from among the 10 sentences within the list and presented to the subject. The subject responded by repeating the sentence as accurately as possible and the experimenter scored all words correctly identified. Performance was scored in terms of the percent of words correctly identified in sentences. The speech quality (natural or synthetic) and three rate conditions (slow, normal, and fast) were randomized and counterbalanced within and across subjects. No trial-by-trial feedback was provided. CI subjects were tested as they listened with their clinical CI devices and settings. Unilateral CI users were tested with one CI, bilateral CI users were tested with both CIs, and bimodal CI users (combined use of a CI and hearing aid) were tested with the CI only (hearing aid turned off). Figure 1 shows individual and mean CI subject data with the different speaking rates, for natural (top panel) and synthetic speech (bottom panel). A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the CI data, with speaking rate, speech quality, and talker gender as factors; the results are shown in Table 3 . All pairwise comparisons are reported with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. Performance was significantly poorer with the fast speaking rate than with the slow (p < 0.001) or normal rates (p < 0.001); there was no significant difference between the slow and normal rates (p = 0.067). Performance was significantly better with natural speech than with synthetic speech (p < 0.001). Performance was significantly better with the female taker than with the male talker (p = 0.021), though mean performance (across all conditions) was quite similar (female: 54.0% correct; male: 51.3% correct). Figure 2 shows individual and mean CI-simulation data with the different speaking rates, for natural (top panel) and synthetic speech (bottom panel). A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the CI-simulation data, with speaking rate, speech quality, and talker gender as factors; the results are shown in Table 4 . All pairwise comparisons are reported with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. Performance was significantly poorer with the fast speaking rate than with the slow (p < 0.001) or normal rates (p < 0.001); there was no significant difference between the slow and normal rates (p = 0.656). Performance was significantly better with natural speech than with synthetic speech (p < 0.001). Performance was significantly better with the male talker than with the female talker (p = 0.039), though mean performance (across all conditions) was quite similar (female: 71.2% correct; male: 73.4% correct). Figure 3 shows individual and mean NH data with the different speaking rates, for natural (top panel) and synthetic speech (bottom panel). For the slow and normal rates, performance was near ceiling. A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance, was performed on the NH data, with speaking rate, speech quality, and talker gender as factors; the results are shown in Table 5 . All pairwise comparisons are reported with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. Performance was significantly poorer with the fast speaking rate than with the slow (p < 0.001) or normal rates (p < 0.001); there was no significant difference between the slow and normal rates (p > 0.999). Performance with natural speech was significantly better than with synthetic speech (p < 0.001). There was no significant difference in performance between the male and female talkers (p = 0.936). Figure 4 shows mean performance with natural and synthetic speech for the CI (left panel), CI-simulation (middle panel), and NH subject groups (right panel), as a function of speaking rate. A Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranked data showed a significant effect for subject group (H[2] =142.147, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparison (Dunn method) showed that NH performance was significantly better than CI-simulation (p < 0.05) or CI (p < 0.05) performance, and that CI-simulation performance was significantly better than CI performance (p < 0.05).
RESULTS
DISCUSSION
The present results show that CI users are susceptible to variability in speech patterns because of speaking rate or from speech-production styles. With naturally produced speech, mean CI performance was slightly poorer than CI-simulation performance at the slow and normal rates. At fast rates, CI performance was very poor. With synthetic speech, mean CI performance was nearly 18% points poorer than with the CI simulation at the slow and normal rates, and 32% points poorer at the fast rate. The following is a detailed discussion of the results.
Effects of Talker Gender
As in previous studies (Luo & Fu 2005; Liu et al. 2008) , in this study there was a significant effect of talker gender for CI subjects (p = 0.021) and CI-simulation subjects (p = 0.039); there was no significant effect for NH subjects (p = 0.936). This suggests that CI signal processing may interact with talker characteristics (e.g., F0, vocal tract length, and oral cavity shape). Note that although significant, the difference in performance between male and female talkers was small (2.71 points for CI subjects; 2.20 points for CI-simulation subjects).The present results may be idiosyncratic to the particular natural and synthetic talkers used. Other talkers might have increased the effect of talker gender.
Effect of Speech Quality
For all three subject groups, performance was significantly better with natural than with synthetic speech (all p < 0.05; see Tables 3-5 for exact p values). However, significant interactions were observed between speaking rate and speech quality for all three subject groups (all p < 0.05; see Tables 3-5 for exact p values). Pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni adjustment) revealed somewhat different patterns across subject groups. CI performance was significantly better with natural speech than with synthetic speech at the slow (p = 0.003) and normal rates (p < 0.001), but not at the fast rate (p > 0.999). Likewise, NH performance was significantly better with natural speech than with synthetic speech at the slow (p = 0.040) and normal rates (p = 0.007), but not at the fast rate (p > 0.999). CI simulation performance was significantly better with natural speech than with synthetic speech at the slow (p < 0.001) and normal rates (p < 0.001), but better with synthetic speech than with normal speech at the fast rate (p < 0.001). At the fast rate, the artifacts associated with temporal distortion to the natural speech may have been more prominent than those associated with speech synthesis, and may have interacted with CI-simulation parameters related to temporal envelope extraction.
The performance deficit with synthetic speech was greater with CI signal processing (whether simulated or real), most likely because of reduced spectral resolution. Most previous CI and CI-stimulation studies (Fishman et al. 1997; Friesen et al. 2001) have examined the effect of spectral resolution using clear speech materials, such as vowels from Hillenbrand and Gayvert (1993) , consonants from Shannon et al. (1999) , and HINT sentences (Nilsson et al. 1994) . Although CI users may function as if receiving four to eight spectral channels (Shannon et al. 2004) , the functional spectral resolution may be even poorer when the variability in speech patterns is considered.
CI performance with synthetic speech may also have been affected by distortion to temporal cues. Stone et al. (2010) showed that, for noise-band vocoders, temporal envelope cues between 12.5 and 50 Hz contributed most strongly to speech understanding in a competing speech task. Stone et al. also found that temporal periodicity cues between 50 and 200 Hz significantly contributed to performance. With synthetic speech, these temporal envelope cues may have been distorted relative to natural speech.
CI users' difficulty with synthetic speech may be partly explained by the resource-sharing model of spoken language comprehension from Duffy and Pisoni (1992) . According to the model, even high-quality synthetic speech may require considerable cognitive resources to decode the acoustic-phonetic structure, leaving fewer resources for high-level processing needed to understand the meaning of the word. Synthetic speech lacks the dynamic acoustic structures that give rise to redundant, coarticulated cues found in natural speech. This lack of redundancy can give rise to, for example, longer response times in a competing attention task. Given the limited spectro-temporal resolution associated with CI signal processing, the diminished quality of synthetic speech may have placed an even greater processing load on CI and CI-simulation subjects. The present data suggest that CI users are sensitive to distortions to cues that are poorly represented by CI signal processing (e.g., F0, spectral fine structure). This is similar to previous studies that show significant talker variability effects in CI users (Chang & Fu 2006) , even though CI users have difficulty identifying or segregating talkers (Stickney et al. 2008; Cullington & Zeng 2011) .
Effects of Speaking Rate
For natural speech, pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni adjustment) showed no significant difference between the slow and normal speaking rates for CI (p = 0.062), CI-simulation (p > 0.999), or NH subjects (p > 0.999). This suggests that any artifacts associated with time expansion of natural speech had only a minor effect on performance. Although not significant, the performance deficit with slow rate was substantial (10.7 points), relative to the normal rate. Performance sharply dropped with the fast rate, relative to the normal rate. Pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni adjustment) showed significantly poorer performance with the fast rate for CI (p < 0.001), CI-simulation (p < 0.001), or NH subjects (p < 0.001). In this study, the effects of speaking rate were evaluated using a time-scaling algorithm. Given the greater variability in speech patterns when naturally produced at different speaking rates, the present data may underestimate the effects of speaking rate on CI users' speech understanding. The synthetic speech rate was varied by adjusting the speaking rate of the TTS engine. The unit selection synthesis used by the TTS engine allowed for combinations of phones, diphones and triphones, and mixtures thereof. These units were most likely time-scaled to achieve the target speaking rates, as opposed to the uniform time-scaling used with natural speech. Although overall performance was significantly poorer with synthetic than with natural speech (p < 0.001), the effects of speaking rate were comparable to those with natural speech, suggesting that differences in the time-scaling algorithms had only a modest effect on performance. It is interesting that CI simulation performance at the fast rate was significantly better with synthetic than with natural speech (p < 0.001), suggesting that the different time-scaling algorithms may have interacted with CI-simulation parameters.
A more moderate range of speaking rates might have been more sensitive to the effects of speech quality and CI signal processing. The floor performance effects with the fast rate could not reveal any differences in speech quality for CI subjects. Likewise, ceiling-performance effects could not reveal any differences in speech quality for NH subjects. Given that synthetic speech is often accompanied by some degree of noise (e.g., telephone line noise), additive noise may have helped to differentiate the effects of speech quality at the slow and normal rates. It is likely that a more optimal range of speaking rates and additive noise might show greater effects of speech quality and more interactions with CI signal processing.
It is important to note differences between the experimental fast-rate speech and fast-rate speech in the "real world." As discussed in the Introduction, dynamic acoustic properties such as formant transition, formant transition duration, syllable duration, voice onset time, prosody, and F0 range may be altered at different speaking rates (Lass 1970; Miller & Liberman 1979; Kohler 1986; Miller 1987) . In this study, natural speech was uniformly time-compressed or time-expanded. As a result, all consonant and vowel durations, voice onset times, silent periods between words were time-scaled by the same amount, which may have produced distorted acoustic and phonetic cues. Krause and Braida (2002) found better speech understanding in NH listeners for sentences naturally produced at fast rates than for normal speech that was time-scaled to target a fast rate. Liu and Zeng (2006) tested the same time-stretch algorithm used in this study and found audible artifacts when speech was time-compressed then expanded to restore the original sentence duration, but not when the sentence was first time-expanded then compressed.
Effects of CI Signal Processing
The effect of CI signal processing (whether real or simulated) was more deleterious for synthetic than for natural speech. CIsimulation performance with natural speech (black bars in Fig.  4 , middle panel) was 6.2%, 4.1%, and 45.1% points poorer at the slow, normal, and fast speaking rates, respectively, relative to NH performance. CI-simulation performance with synthetic speech (gray bars in Fig. 4 , , middle panel) was 11.1%, 12.3%, and 37.9% points poorer at the slow, normal, and fast rates, respectively, relative to NH performance. Thus, for the slow and normal rates, CI-simulation performance was poorer with synthetic than with natural speech, relative to NH performance.
CI performance was significantly poorer than CI-simulation performance (p < 0.05). CI performance with natural speech (black bars in Fig. 4, left panel) was 14.9%, 4.1%, and 27.7% points poorer at the slow, normal, and fast speaking rates, respectively, relative to CI-simulation performance. CI performance with synthetic speech (gray bars in Fig. 4, left panel) was 16.0, 20.0, and 32.6 percentage points poorer at the slow, normal, and fast rates, respectively, relative to CI-simulation performance. Thus, the CI simulation seems to have overestimated the real CI performance. Factors associated with CI stimulation (e.g., functional spectral resolution, temporal processing limits, current spread, and channel interaction) may have contributed to the deficit in CI performance. CI performance may also have been limited by individual CI subject factors such as duration of deafness, which was significantly correlated with speech performance for some conditions. Alternatively, CI-simulation performance may have been better than CI performance because NH listeners were listening to degraded speech with a healthy auditory system. As discussed later, CI performance in many conditions was correlated with duration of deafness, which may be related to the health of the impaired auditory system.
The effects of CI signal processing were most severe at the fast speaking rate. As discussed earlier, the combination of fast speech and CI signal processing may have required additional cognitive processing resources, especially for CI subjects. Increasing the spectral resolution may increase tolerance for fast speaking rates, similar to improvements in speech understanding in noise with increased spectral resolution (Friesen et al. 2001; Shannon et al. 2004) . Alternatively, adjusting the speaking rate may offset some of the deficits associated with CI signal processing. Such adjustments are more feasible with synthetic speech, as the speaking rate and voice characteristics can be easily modified. With natural speech, adjustments would be more challenging, especially if performed in real or near-real time. Such signal processing would have to differentiate between speech and nonspeech sounds, which might be differently affected by time-scaling.
Subject Demographic Factors
Linear regression analysis showed no significant correlation between age at testing and any of the speech measures for CI (r 2 range: 0.029-0.320; p value range: 0.696-0.096), CI simulation (r 2 range: 0.004-0.152; p value range: 0.825-0.187), or NH subjects (r 2 range: 0.009-0.161; p value range: 0.677-0.088). These results do not agree with previous studies that showed significant effects of aging on speech performance (Roring et al. 2007; Schvartz et al. 2008; Getzmann & Falkenstein 2011; Hopkins & Moore 2011; Schvartz & Chatterjee 2012) . In most of these studies, isolated words or phonemes were used for testing. In the present study, sentences were used for testing. The availability of contextual cues may have diminished aging effects. Also, the age range of the present subjects may have diminished aging effects.
CI subjects' duration of deafness was significantly correlated with natural speech performance at the normal (r 2 = 0.46, p = 0.032) and slow rates (r 2 = 0.61, p = 0.008), but not at the fast rate (r 2 = 0.06, p = 0.502). Duration of deafness was significantly correlated with synthetic speech at the normal (r 2 = 0.51, p = 0.020), but not at the slow (r 2 = 0.37, p = 0.060) or fast rates (r 2 = 0.12, p = 0.339).
Although there are too few subjects to make any strong statements, there was no clear effect of device type on performance. There were six users of Cochlear devices and four users of Advanced Bionics. A Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranked data, with device type as factor, showed no significant effect of device type (H[1] =0.166, p = 0.684).
Implications for CI Users
Compared with NH or CI-simulation subjects, CI subjects were more negatively affected by synthetic speech. Optimizing the acoustic input may improve recognition of synthetic (or even natural) speech. For example, speaker normalization can transform acoustic features (e.g., F0 or vocal tract size) from one talker to another. Given that CI users often perform better with one talker than another, speaker normalization may improve understanding with difficult talkers. Liu et al. (2008) reported that speaker normalization improved CI users' recognition of less-intelligible talkers. Similarly, Luo and Fu (2005) reported significantly better Chinese vowel recognition with speaker normalization for NH subjects listening to a four-channel CI simulation. For synthetic speech, it is unclear which acoustic features may need to be adjusted, especially in the context of electric hearing in which the spectro-temporal resolution is reduced.
CI users were also more susceptible to speaking rate. With TTS readers, it is often possible for listeners to adjust the speaking rate as needed. Similarly, for telephone prompts, which often consist of TTS or a TTS-real speech hybrid, it seems possible to allow for some adjustment of the speaking rate. Though not significant (p = 0.067), CI performance with synthetic speech was poorer at the slow rate than at the normal rate (Fig.  4 ). This suggests that if the synthetic speech rate is too slow, CI performance may worsen. For live, naturally produced speech, it seems easiest to ask a talker to slow their speaking rate. For recorded, naturally produced speech, the signal processing may be quite complex, especially if real-time processing is required or the audio is associated with visual information.
Auditory training may also be a good option to offset these deficits. Auditory training has been shown to significantly improve CI users' speech and music perception, even after years of experience with their device and signal processing Galvin et al. 2007; Stacey & Summerfield 2008) . Such training has also been shown to improve NH performance while listening to acoustic CI simulations (Rosen et al. 1999; Nogaki et al. 2007; Stacey & Summerfield 2008) . These training methods have primarily targeted adaptation to spectral degradation or frequency mismatch. Such training may also improve CI users' perception of synthetic speech. Koul and Hester (2006) reported that NH subjects with severe intellectual impairments were able to better recognize synthetic speech after repeated exposure ("passive" learning). "Active" training may accelerate this learning process.
Although training with fast speaking rates has not been explicitly tested in adult CI users, time-scaling techniques have been used to train children with learning disabilities. For example, Fast ForWord TM (Scientific Learning Corporation, Berkeley, CA) slows the speaking rate during training, with mixed success. Strong et al. (2011) found no significant improvement in pediatric NH listeners' language perception after training with Fast ForWord. However, Schopmeyer et al. (2000) found that Fast ForWord significantly improved pediatric CI users' language-perception skills; note that there were only four subjects in the study. It is unclear whether training with time-scaled speech would benefit adult CI users, especially for understanding of fast, rather than slow or normal speech.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, recognition of naturally produced and synthetic speech presented at slow, normal, and fast speaking rates was measured in NH subjects listening to unprocessed speech or to an acoustic CI simulation and in CI subjects listening with their clinical processors. Results showed the following:
